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intersectionality
JenniferC. Nash

abstract
Intersectionalityhas become the primaryanalytic tool that feministand anti-racist
scholars deploy for theorizing identity and oppression. This paper exposes and
criticallyinterrogatesthe assumptions underpinningintersectionalityby focusingon
fourtensions withinintersectionality
scholarship:the lack of a defined intersectional
methodology;the use of black women as quintessential intersectionalsubjects; the
vague definitionof intersectionality;and the empiricalvalidityof intersectionality.
Ultimately,my project does not seek to undermine intersectionality;instead, I
encourage both feministand anti-racist scholars to grapple with intersectionality's
theoretical,political, and methodologicalmurkinessto constructa morecomplexway
of theorizingidentityand oppression.
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introduction
Intersectionality,the notion that subjectivity is constituted by mutually
vectors of race, gender, class, and sexuality, has emerged as the
reinforcing
primarytheoretical tool designed to combat feminist hierarchy,hegemony,
and exclusivity.Leslie McCall stresses intersectionality'simportance, calling
it '...the most importanttheoretical contributionthat women's studies, in
conjunction with related fields, has made so far' (McCall, 2005: 1771).
This 'importanttheoreticalcontribution'has become the 'gold standard' multidisciplinaryapproach for analysing subjects' experiences of both identity
and oppression.
The term intersectionality,coined by legal scholar Kimberlé Crenshaw,
of marginalizedsubjects' lived experiences
underscoresthe 'multidimensionality'
(Crenshaw,1989: 139). Intersectionalityemerged in the late 1980s and early
1990s fromcriticalrace studies, a scholarlymovementbornin the legal academy
committedto problematizinglaw's purportedcolour-blindness,neutrality,and
has had a long-standinginterest
objectivity.Fromits inception,intersectionality
in one particularintersection:the intersectionof race and gender.To that end,
intersectionalityrejects the "single-axis framework'often embraced by both
feministand anti-racist scholars, instead analysing l... the various ways in
which race and gender interact to shape the multiple dimensions of Black
women's ... experiences' (Crenshaw,1991: 1244).
Intersectionalityserves a few theoretical and political purposes for both
feministand anti-racistscholarship.First,it subvertsrace/genderbinariesin the
service of theorizingidentityin a more complex fashion. The destabilization
of race/gender binaries is particularlyimportantto enable robust analyses
of cultural sites (or spectacles) that implicate both race and gender, like
the Clarence Thomas confirmationhearings,1the O.J. Simpson trial,2or the
Kobe Bryant rape case.3 Because intersectionalityis attuned to subjects
who 'exist ... withinthe overlappingmargins of race and gender discourse
and in the emptyspaces between',it is a tool particularlyadept at capturingand
theorizingthe simultaneityof race and gender as social processes (Crenshaw,
1992: 403).
Second, intersectionality
aspires to providea vocabularyto respondto critiques
of identitypolitics. Whileliberal critiquesof identitypolitics criticizeits failure
to transcend difference,Crenshawargues that the real problem of identity
politics is that it elides ¡ntra-groupdifference,a problemthat intersectionality
purportsto solve by exposingdifferenceswithinthe broad categories of 'women'
and 'blacks', and servingas a force for '...mediating the tension between
assertions of multiple identityand the ongoing necessity of group politics'
seeks to demonstratethe
(Crenshaw,1991: 1296). Ultimately,intersectionality
racial variation(s) withingender and the gendered variation(s) withinrace
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1 Clarence Thomas
to
was appointed
the Supreme Court in
1991 to replace
retired Justice
Thurgood Marshall
(the first black
Supreme Court
Later that
Justice).
year, Anita Hill
at Thomas'
testified
confirmation
hearing, alleging
that Thomas sexually
harassed
her when
the two worked
together at the
Equal Employment
Opportunity
Commission
(E6OC).
Thomas denied the
and
allegations,
famously declared
that he was being

made the victimof a
'high-tech lynching'.
Thomas was
confirmedby the
Senate in October
1991. The Thomas
confirmationhearing
has been of
particularinterestto
black feminists,who
have examined and
debated the reasons
for the pervasive
cultural doubt
surroundingHill's
allegations. For
more on the Thomas
confirmation
hearings,see
Morrison(1992).
2 O.J. Simpson is a
formerprofessional
football player
accused of
murderinghis exwife Nicole Brown
Simpson and her
friendRonald
Goldmanin 1994.
The Simpsontrial
became a cultural
spectacle that
implicatedrace from
the verybeginning.
WhenSimpson's
attorney,Johnnie
Cochran,argued
that police bias
tainted evidence
collection practices,
the defence team
was accused of
'playingthe race
card'. Moreover,the
Simpson case is
often read as
culturallysignificant
because of the vast
differencesbetween
how blacks and
whites interpreted
Simpson's guilt.
WhenSimpsonwas
acquitted, media
captured pictures of
celebratoryblacks
and distraught
whites,emphasizing
the trial as a
racially divisivesite.
3 In 2003, Kobe
Bryant,a
professional
basketball player,
was accused of
sexual assault.
Bryantinsisted that
the sex between him

through its attention to subjects whose identities contest race-or-gender
categorizations.
Finally,intersectionalityinvites scholars to come to terms with the legacy of
exclusionsof multiplymarginalizedsubjects fromfeministand anti-racist work,
and the impact of those absences on both theoryand practice (Crenshaw,1989,
1991; Williams,1989). As a response to the lengthyhistoryof essentialism and
exclusion that has plagued both feminist and anti-racist scholarship, the
intersectionalprojectcentresthe experiencesof subjects whose voices have been
ignored. Undergirdingthis approach is a belief that l... those who have
experienceddiscriminationspeak witha special voice to whichwe should listen'
(Matsuda, 1987: 324). Forintersectionaltheorists,marginalizedsubjects have an
epistemic advantage, a particularperspectivethat scholars should consider, if
not adopt, when craftinga normativevision of a just society. Critical race
scholars have evoked an arrayof termsto describe this methodologyof drawing
upon marginalizedsubjects' vantage points including'looking to the bottom'
(Matsuda, 1987), exploring'iterativeenergy'(Wing,1990: 182), and drawingon
black women's'multipleconsciousness' (Harris, 1989: 584) or 'outsider scholars'
status (Matsuda, 1992). These strategies enable intersectionaltheoriststo draw
on the ostensiblyunique epistemological position of marginalizedsubjects to
fashion a vision of equality.
While 'intersectionality'has become a scholarly buzzword,the notion that
identityis formed by interlockingand mutually reinforcingvectors of race,
gender,class, and sexualityhas pervadedblack feministscholarshipfordecades.
The women-of-colourcritique of conventionalfeminism'sessentialism emphasized the disconnect between feminism'sclaims to speak for all women and
feminism'sperennialinattentionto racial, ethnic,class, and sexual difference(s)
(Davis, 1981; Moraga, 1983; Smith, 1983; Spelman, 1988; Higginbotham,1992;
Collins, 2000). Myriad feminist scholars have destabilized the notion of a
universal 'woman' without explicitly mobilizingthe term 'intersectionality',
arguingthat 'woman' itself is contested and fracturedterrain, and that the
experience of 'woman' is always constituted by subjects with vastly different
interests.To that end, intersectionality
has provideda name to a pre-existing
theoretical and political commitment.
Despite intersectionality'stheoretical dominance as a way of conceptualizing
identity,a numberof paradoxes embedded in its literatureremainuninterrogated
by feministand anti-racist scholarship. These unresolved conflicts seep into
feminist and anti-racist theory, practice, and politics, confusing their
conceptions of identityand oppression,and obscuringthe normativegoals of
their work. It is preciselybecause intersectionalityis now 'a leading feminist
reach that it is a critical momentto
paradigm' withexpansive interdisciplinary
engage withits contradictions,absences, and murkiness(Zack, 2005: l).
c. Nash fe m i n ist revi e w 89 2008
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Myarticle exposes these unexploredparadoxes in the service of invitingscholars
to reconsiderthe goals and consequences of their push towardtheoretical and
political inclusivity.In particular,myarticle centreson fourunresolvedquestions
within intersectionalitytheory: the lack of a clearly defined intersectional
the use of black womenas prototypicalintersectionalsubjects, the
methodology,
ambiguityinherentto the definitionof intersectionality,and the coherence
between intersectionalityand lived experiences of multiple identities. In
advancing these challenges, my hope is not to dismantle intersectionality.
Instead, mypaper suggests questions and challenges that mighthelp expose the
assumptions that underpinintersectionality,so that both feministand antiracisttheoristscan continueworkingto dismantleessentialism,to craftnuanced
theories of identityand oppression, and to grapple with the messiness of
subjectivity.
Most importantly,scrutinizing intersectionalitywill enable both feminist
and anti-racist theoriststo evaluate the possibilitiesand potential pitfalls of
'inclusive' theorizing. Both projects must attend to intersectionality's
attention to differencewhile also strategically mobilizingthe language of
commonality(howeverprovisionalor tentativethat commonalitymightbe) in the
service of constructinga coherent theoretical and political agenda. While
intersectionalityhas demonstratedthe ways in which differencecan fracture
seemingly unitary political movements, it has left activists struggling
with balancing the efficiencyof working'as women' or las blacks' with the
necessary attention to variation and diversitywithin 'women' and 'blacks'.
enables activists to ask underwhat conditions
Re-consideringintersectionality
or 'black women' makes sense, under what
as
'women'
or
'blacks'
organizing
conditionstemporarycoalition-buildingmakes sense, and howto organizeacross
and beyonddifference.

on methodology and the theoretical primacy of
black women
theories

of ¡ntersectional

methodology

McCall notes that '...despite the emergence of intersectionalityas a major
paradigm of research in women's studies and elsewhere,there has been little
that is, of its methodology'(McCall,
discussionof how to studyintersectionality,
the
2005: 1771, emphasis in original). Crenshaw'sconceptionof intersectionality,
idea that a '...focus on the most privilegedgroup membersmarginalizesthose
who are multiply-burdened
and obscures claims that cannot be understoodas
resultingfromdiscretesources of discrimination'has givenpoliticallyprogressive
projects a way of describingboth the simultaneityof multipleoppressionsand
the complexityof identity(Crenshaw,1989: 140). These projects have not yet
4
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and the alleged
victim was
When
consensual.
Bryant's attorneys
the
emphasized
victim's
alleged
and
behaviour
she
reputation,
not to
elected
in the
participate
any
prosecution
longer. Later the
state dropped the
case.

developed a rigorousmethod of examiningmultiple subject positions. Robert
Chang and JeromeMcCristalCulp,Jr.highlightthe methodologicalmurkinessof
intersectionalityquerying 'How does one pay attention to the points of
intersection?Howmanyintersectionsare there? Is the idea of an intersectionthe
rightanalogy?' (Chang and Culp,2002: 485). Changand Culp's querysuggeststhe
necessity of assessing whetherintersectionalitydescribes lived experiences of
flexibleto
identity,and developing methodologicaltools that are sufficiently
attend to the myriadintersectionsthat constituteidentity.
relativeinattentionto methodologyhas been explained bythe
Intersectionality's
of
difficulty craftinga methodadequately attentiveto l...the complexitythat
arises when the subject of analysis expands to include multipledimensionsof
social life and categories of analysis' (McCall, 2005: 1772). yet despite the
methodologicalchallenges of complex analyses, some scholars have workedto
develop various tools that can be used to craft an intersectionalmethodology.
McCall analyses three distinct intersectional methodologies, each with
theoreticaland practical shortcomingsand benefits.
The firstapproach, 'anticategorical complexity','..is based on a methodology
that deconstructsanalytical categories' (McCall, 2005: 1773). Thisvision,bornin
a theoretical moment'..in which hegemonicfeministtheorists,poststructuralists, and antiracisttheoristsalmost simultaneouslylaunched assaults on the
validity of modern analytical categories...', starts from the theoretical
assumption that categories, includingrace and gender, are too simplisticto
capture the complexityof lived experience(McCall, 2005: 1776). This approach
emphasizes the fact that scholarly deploymentof categories reinstalls the
regimes that progressiveprojects work to destabilize, and has successfully
produced '...great skepticism about the possibility of using categories in
anythingbut a simplisticway' (McCall, 2005: 1773). That is, scholars workingout
of this traditioncall attentionto the social processes of categorization,and the
and boundary
workingsof exclusion and hierarchythat markboundary-drawing
maintenance.
The second approach, 'intracategorical complexity',takes marginalizedintersectional identities as an analytic starting point l...in order to reveal the
complexity of lived experience within such groups' (McCall, 2005: 1774).
Hallmarksof this regime include the deploymentof the narrativesof black
women as a way of exposing the under-theorizedexperiences of doubly
marginalizedsubjects. In particular, intracategoricalanalyses attend to the
dangers of categorization, yet do not necessarily reject the categories
themselves. Instead, scholars working in this tradition problematize the
exclusionary repercussions of the act of categorization and use multiply
marginalizedsubjects' experiencesas ways of demonstratingthe inadequacy of
categories.
C. Nash fe m i n i st revi e w 89
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The thirdapproach, 'intercategoricalcomplexity'compels scholars to '...provisionally adopt existing analytical categories to document relationships of
inequalityamong social groups and changingconfigurationsof inequalityalong
multipleand conflictingdimensions' (McCall, 2005: 1773). McCall favoursthis
methodologicalapproach, which'...begins withthe observationthat there are
relationshipsof inequalityamong already constitutedsocial groups,as imperfect
and ever changingas theyare, and takes those relationshipsas the centerof the
analysis' (McCall, 2005: 1784-1785). The main workthat this approach performs
is to expose the relationshipsbetweeninequalityand the categories themselves,
and to use categories strategicallyin the service of displayingthe linkages
betweencategories and inequality.
practices

of ¡ntersectional

methodology

McCall'sanalyticframeworks
highlighta tremendousgap betweenconceptionsof
intersectionalmethodologyand practices of intersectional investigations. In
has workedto disruptcumulativeapproaches
particular,while intersectionality
to identity(i.e. race + gender+ sexuality+ class=complex identity), and to
problematizesocial processes of categorizationthroughstrategicdeploymentsof
marginalized subjects' experiences, intersectional projects often replicate
preciselythe approaches that they critique.
The re-creation of cumulative conceptions of identity is most apparent in
Crenshaw'sseminal critique of anti-discriminationlaw. Crenshawattacks the
anti-discrimination
law, arguingthat black womenare
assumptionsunderpinning
race-based
or
to
assert
either
gender-based discriminationclaims
compelled
instead of causes of action, which reflect their positions as intersectional
subjects. Because law recognizes only race- or gender-based injuries, black
women's injuriesas black women cannot be whollyaddressed by the existing
doctrinalstructure.That is, the existinglegal apparatus rendersthe courtunable
to see '...that Black womencan experiencediscriminationin ways that are both
fromthose experiencedby whitewomenand Black men'
similarto and different
(Crenshaw,1989: 149).
Crenshawinsiststhat simplyadding black womento the existingregimewill not
remedytheirmarginalization:
... because the ¡ntersectionalexperience is greater than the sum of racism and sexism, any
analysis that does not take intersectionalityinto account cannot sufficientlyaddress the
particular manner in which Black women are subordinated .
(Crenshaw, 1989: 140)

For Crenshaw,it is the fixed mutuallyexclusive categorizations of race and
gender that marginalize black women. Only a regime that attends to the
'particular manner in which Black women are subordinated' can adequately
6
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redressblack women's injuries.Ultimately,Crenshawseeks to challenge law and
radical critiquesof law (i.e. feministlegal theory,criticalrace theory)to attend
to the 'intersectionalexperiencesof those whomthe movementsclaim as their
respective constituents' (Crenshaw,1989: 166). Rather than importingmodels
fromthe regimestheyseek to disrupt,Crenshawargues that these projects must
begin theiranalytic endeavours by attendingto the most disadvantaged.
WhileCrenshawendeavoursto use black women'sincapacityto complywithrace/
gendercategories to demonstratethe inadequacy of the categories themselves,
her argument shores up the conception that black women's identities are
constitutedexclusivelyby race and gender. That is, Crenshawfocuses on black
women because they are 'multiplyburdened', yet her analysis precludes an
examinationof formsof 'multipleburdens'(or the intersectionsof privilegesand
burdens)beyondrace and gender.Withlittleattentionto the role that sexuality,
nationality,or class, for example, mightplay in mediatingor entrenchingblack
women'sexperiencesof 'burdens', black womenfunctionexclusivelyas sites that
demonstrate the importance of race-anai-gender, renderingblack women's
Crenshawofferslittle
experiencesthe aggregate of race and gender.Furthermore,
attentionto the ways in whichrace and gender functionas social processes in
distinctiveways for particularblack womenin varyinghistoricalmoments.That
is, black women'srace and genderare treated as trans-historicalconstantsthat
markall black women in similarways.
Whilesome scholars have reifiedcumulativenotionsof identity,othershave used
poetry (Wing, 1990), narrative(Williams, 1989), and standpoint epistemology
(Matsuda, 1987) as a methodfordisruptingrace-or-genderlogic. Throughnonobjective and often non-linear theoretical formations,intersectionalscholars
have been able to articulate the often ignored injuriesof the 'spirit-murder'
(Williams,1989) of 'racism/sexism'(Wing,1990).
AdrienWing'sworkexemplifiesthe reliance on literarydevices to describe black
women's experiences. She draws on poet £.£. Cummings'lines 'we're anything
brighterthan even the sun/(we're everything
greater/thanbooks/mightmean)/
we're everyanything
more than believe/(with a spin/leap/alive we're alive/
we're wonderfulone times one' to argue that black women's experiences are
'multiplicative'or 'one times one'. She argues, 'We, as black women, can no
longeraffordto thinkof ourselvesor let the law thinkof us as merelythe sum of
separate parts ... . The actuality of our layered experience is multiplicative.
Multiplyeach of my parts together,one X one X one X one, and you have one
indivisiblebeing' (Wing,1990: 194). Wing'suse of poetryis not simplyto explain
the 'multiplicative'natureof black women'sexperiences;poetryalso exemplifies
black women's particularrelationshipwiththe creative. She argues:
...I wantto assertaffirmatively
to the legal academyand to ourselvesas well,that we
black womenare more than 'multiply-burdened'
entitiessubject to a multiplicity
of
c. Nash feminist review 89 2008
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oppression, discrimination,pain and depression. Our essence is also characterized by a
multiplicityof strength,love, joy, (with a spin leap alive we're alive) and transcendence
that flourishesdespite adversity.
(Wing, 1990: 196, italics in original)

While the use of poetry as a mechanism for disruptinglogocentrismis a
conventionof feministtheory,and the use of narrativeis a conventionalcritical
race tool fordislodginglaw's claims of objectivity,the deploymentof poetryas
the primaryvehicle for evoking the experiences of marginalized subjects
suggests a shortcomingin the methodological orientation of intersectional
theory.In particular,it suggeststhat the projecthas yet to producea mechanism
for systematicallyarticulating,aggregating,or examiningthe 'multiple levels
of consciousness' that form the basis of their study of subjectivity(Wing,
1990: 182).
Furthermore,it suggests that there is something poetic about black
women's experiences of both identity and oppression, and that black
women are inherentlyresilient subjects who retain an innate creativity
even in the midst of the opposition that a patriarchal white-dominated
culture produces. These assertions, while useful for problematizing the
notion that black women's experiences can be reduced solely to marginalization, ultimately romanticize and idealize positions of social subordination and reinstall conceptions that black women's bodies are sites of
'strength' and 'transcendence' rather than complex spaces of multiple
meanings.
the theoretical

importance

of black women

relianceon black womenas the basis forits claims to complex
Intersectionality's
subjectivityrenders black women prototypicalintersectional subjects whose
experiencesof marginalityare imaginedto providea theoreticalvalue-added.
That is, black womenenable scholars to 'ask the otherquestion', to expose the
spectres of racism and sexism, which leave their traces even in progressive
analyses (Matsuda, 1987). Because 'black women are theoreticallyerased',
centringblack women's experiences makes feminismand anti-racist work's
systematic inattention to black women apparent and demonstrates the
necessityof deepeningfeministand anti-racist conversations(Crenshaw,1989:
139). To that end, black women's experiences are used as a theoretical
wedge, designed to demonstratethe shortcomingsof conventionalfeministand
anti-racist work.
The problemswitha theoreticalreliance on black women'sexperiencesare twofold. First,whileseekingto underscoreproblemsof exclusionwithinfeministand
anti-racisttheory,black womenare treated as a unitaryand monolithicentity.
That is, differences between black women, including class and sexuality,
8
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4 Wing is not alone
in this tendency to
black
romanticize
women's
lived
as a site
experience
and
of 'strength'
'transcendence'.
Alice Walker's earlier
definition of
'womanism'
as:
lA black feminist
or feminist of color
... A woman who
loves other women,
sexually and/or
nonsexually.
and
Appreciates
prefers women's
culture, women's
emotional
flexibility
tears
(values
as natural
of
counterbalance
and
laughter),
women's strength.
loves
Sometimes
individual
men,
sexually and/or
nonsexually.
Committed to the
survival and
wholeness
of entire

people, male and
female. ... Loves
music. Loves dance.
Loves the moon.
Loves the Spirit.
Loves love and food
and roundness.
Loves struggle. Loves
the Folk. Loves
herself. Regardless'
(Walker, 1983: xixii) has a strong
resonance with
Wing's interest in
poetry as a tool for
theorizing black
women's
experiences. Walker
is particularly
interested in
drawing on black
women's experiences
as a locus of theorybuilding; it is
precisely because
'womanism' is
rooted in 'music',
'dance', 'moon', and
'Spirit', and in the
experiences of the
'Folk' that it
connects the
personal, the
political, and the
practical, privileging
experience as a
significant form of
knowledge.

are obscured in the service of presenting'black women' as a category that
opposes both 'whites' and 'black men'. For example, Crenshaw's seminal
analysis of the ways in whichblack women's experiencesof sexual assault and
domestic violence are mediated by both race and gender neglects the
ways in which these experiences are also complicated by class, nationality,
language, ethnicity,and sexuality.Whileshe concedes that '...factors I address
only in part or not at all, such as class or sexuality, are often critical in
shaping the experiences of women of color', the wholesale abandonment
of addressing how factors beyond race and gender shape black women's
experiences of violence demonstratesthe shortcomingsof intersectionalityto
capture the sheer diversityof actual experiencesof womenof colour (Crenshaw,
1991: 1244-1245).
as an analytic tool that '...denote[s] the
Second, in definingintersectionality
variousways in whichrace and genderinteractto shape the multipledimensions
of Black women's ... experiences', intersectionalityrecycles black feminism
withoutdemonstratingwhat new tools it bringsto black feminismto help it
fashion a more complex theory of identity (Crenshaw, 1991: 1244). Black
feminismhas, since its inception,sought to use black women's experiencesto
of race/genderbinaryschemes (this is epitomized
demonstratethe shortcomings
by the edited anthology entitled All the WomenAre White,All the Blacks
Are Men, But Some of Us Are Brave: Black Women'sStudies, whose title alone
suggests the primacy black feminists place on jamming the race/gender
binary). In particular,black feminismimagines black women's subjectivitiesas
an inherent disloyalty to race-or-gender thinking and marshals black
women's stories, experiences, and narratives as a way of continuouslyand
strategicallyjamming the workingsof binarythinking.While intersectionality
positionsitselfas a theoreticaladvance fromblack feminism,its workcontinues
in the tradition of black feminismwith the addition of a new name for
purportsto
conceptualizingthe workingsof identity.If, in fact, intersectionality
theorizeidentityin a way that departs fromor adds to black feminism,a more
explicit engagement with the nature (and distinctiveness) of its theoretical
contributionwould be useful.

who is ¡ntersectional?
In its emphasis on black women's experiences of subjectivityand oppression,
intersectionaltheoryhas obscured the question of whetherall identities are
intersectional or whether only multiply marginalized subjects have an
intersectionalidentity.Whilesome feministscholars insistthat intersectionality
refersto all subject positions (which are all fundamentallyconstitutedby the
majorityof
interplayof race, gender, sexuality,class, etc.), the overwhelming
intersectionalscholarship has centred on the particular positions of multiply
c. Nash fe m i n i st re vi e w 89
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marginalizedsubjects (Ferguson, 2000). This unresolved theoretical dispute
is a theoryof marginalizedsubjectivity
makes it unclearwhetherintersectionality
or a generalizedtheoryof identity.
Generally,¡ntersectionalliteraturehas excluded an examination of identities
that are imaginedas eitherwhollyor even partiallyprivileged,althoughthose
identities, like all identities, are always constituted by the intersectionsof
multiplevectors of power. Peter Kwan notes:
... straight white maleness arguably is a multiple identity,but intersectionalitytheorists
would resist the claim by straightwhite males that theirs is an intersectional subjectivity.
Centralto intersectionalitytheoryis the recoveryof the claims and identities of those who,
like AfricanAmerican women, are pushed to the margins of racial discourse because of
assumptions of patriarchal normativity,and simultaneously pushed to the margins of the
feministdiscourse because of assumptions of racial normativity.
(Kwan, 1996: 1275)

has generallybeen opposed to
Kwan'sintervention
suggeststhat intersectionality
as
central
to its theoretical and
imaginingnon-multiplymarginalizedsubjects
in 'recovering'
of
its
investment
because
political project, particularly
marginalizedsubjects' voices and experiences.
Yet other scholars emphasize that intersectionality'smost significantcontribution is its generaltheoryof identity.Zack argues that 'the term'intersectionality'
refersto multiple oppressions experienced by nonwhiteand poor women in
particular,but moregenerallyto all womenbecause differencesin sexuality,age,
and physicalableness are also sites of oppression'(Zack, 2005: 7). ForZack, all
womenare intersectionalsubjects, preciselybecause of the possibilitythat their
womanhood(already a socially disadvantaged position) will intersectwithother
social positions to multiplydisadvantage them. Zack's worksuggests that the
fact that some womenexperienceprivilegealong particularaxes (whetherclass,
sexuality, light-skinnedness,able-bodiedness, etc.) does not undermineall
women'sclaims to intersectionalidentities.
If intersectionalityis solely an anti-exclusion tool designed to describe 'the
multipliereffect', or the 'lifelong spirit injuryof black women', then it is
incumbent upon both feminist theory and anti-racist work to develop a
conceptualization of identitythat captures the ways in which race, gender,
sexuality,and class, among othercategories, are producedthrougheach other,
securingboth privilegeand oppressionsimultaneously(Wing,1990: 191). That is,
progressivescholarshiprequiresa nuanced conceptionof identitythat recognizes
the ways in whichpositionsof dominanceand subordinationworkin complexand
intersectingways to constitutesubjects' experiencesof personhood.If, however,
intersectionalitypurportsto provide a general tool that enables scholars to
uncover the workingsof identity,intersectionalityscholarship must begin to
broaden its reach to theorizean arrayof subject experience(s).
10
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5 Kimberlé Crenshaw
explains
intersectionality
noting that lthe
concept of
intersectionality [is
used] to denote the
various ways in
which race and
gender interact to
shape the multiple
dimensions of Black
women's
employment
experiences'
(Crenshaw, 1991:
1244). yet later she
notes lmy focus on
the intersections of
race and gender only
highlights the need
to account for
multiple grounds of
identity when
considering how the
social world is
constructed'
(Crenshaw, 1991:
1245). Thus, the text
rests on an internal
paradox:
intersectionality as
a theory about black
women's experiences
and intersectionality
as a theory of
'multiple grounds of
identity'.

processes

of identity

formation

If intersectionality
theorypurportsto providea generaltheoryof identity,it must
with
whether
intersectionalityactually captures the ways in which
grapple
subjects experience subjectivityor strategicallydeploy identity.In particular,
has yet to contendwithwhetherits theoryexplains or describes
intersectionality
the processes and mechanisms by which subjects mobilize (or choose not to
mobilize) particularaspects of their identitiesin particularcircumstances.The
theoryhas not attended to questions like: do black women use their multiple
identitiesto interpretthe social worldor do they deploy one at a time? What
determineswhichidentityis foregroundedin a particularmoment,or are both
always simultaneouslyengaged? Whatis the relationshipbetweenthe 'matrixof
domination'(Collins,2000: 299), the variousformsof powerthat are inflictedon
all bodies, and the processes and articulationsof identity?Answering
questions
and lived experienceof identityrequires
about the fit between intersectionality
to crafta theoryof agency and to grapple withthe amount of
intersectionality
leewayvariouslysituated subjects have to deploy particularcomponentsof their
identitiesin certain contexts.

the *so what1 questîon(s):
for a new intersectionality

theoretical

advances

While there are a numberof unresolved paradoxes in intersectionaltheory,
attending to these contradictionswill provide intersectionaltheory with an
to broaden its explanatorypowerand to develop its answerto what
opportunity
Changand Culpcall the 'so what' question. Changand Culpnote 'it's one thingto
say that race, gender, sexuality, class, and nation operate symbiotically,
or interconnectedly.... The next step is to
multidimensionally,
cosynthetically,
be able to prescribe or imagine points of intervention'(2002: 490). Simply
identifying
particularintersectionsas undertheorizedor unacknowledgedis only
the firststep in a largertheoreticaland political project,whichintersectionality
has yet to articulate withspecificity.Whilethe workemergingfromcritical race
feminismhas soughtto challenge law to alter its doctrinalstructureto attend to
black women's particular subject positions, the work emergingfromfeminist
theoryhas suggested that feminismitself must better examine its historyof
exclusions, yet neither of these projects has assessed or theorized the
repercussionsof conceptualizingof identityas 'symbiotically,cosynthetically,
or interconnectedly'
formed.
multidimensionally,
One 'so what' question that remainsunexploredby intersectionaltheoristsis the
way in whichprivilegeand oppressioncan be co-constituted on the subjective
level. That is, while intersectionalitypurportsto describe multiple marginblack womanthat haunts
alizations (i.e. the spectreof the multiply-marginalized
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intersectionality)and multipleprivileges(i.e. the spectre of the (heterosexual)
white man that haunts intersectionality),it neglects to describe the ways in
each subject's experiences.
whichprivilegeand oppressionintersect,informing
In paintingblack women,for example, as whollyoppressed and marginalized,
intersectional theory can not attend to variations within black women's
experiences that afford some black women greater privilege,autonomy,and
freedom. In troublingthe monolithismof 'black womanhood', intersectionality
could be strategicallydisloyal to dominantconceptionsof black womenas 'the
mules of the world',explodingthe tendencyof radical projectsto elide critical
differenceswithinostensiblymarginalizedsubject positions (Hurstonquoted in
Churchill,1999: 199). Mari Matsuda suggests that intersectionalityworks by
enablingscholars to lask the other question'. She argues:
The way I tryto understand the interconnectionof all formsof subordination is througha
method I call 'ask the other question.' WhenI see somethingthat looks racist, I ask, 'where
is the patriarchyin this?' When I see something that looks sexist, I ask, 'Where is the
heterosexismin this?' WhenI see somethingthat looks homophobic, I ask, 'Whereare the
class interests in this?'.
(Matsuda, 1990: 1189)

Matsuda's intervention demonstrates the interconnections of forms of
subordination,yet gestures toward the tendencyof intersectionaltheoriststo
ignorethe intimateconnectionsbetweenprivilegeand oppression.Herframework
underscoresthe ways in whichpatriarchy,racism,and heterosexismbuttresseach
other, but ignores the ways in which subjects might be both victimized by
patriarchyand privilegedbyrace (it also ignoresthe ways in whichsubjects might
take pleasure in some of the trappingsof patriarchalpower) in particularsocial,
cultural, historical, and political moments. In conceiving of privilege and
could
oppressionas complex,multi-valent,and simultaneous,intersectionality
offera more robustconceptionof both identityand oppression.
Conceptualizing'black womanhood'as its own contested, messyterrainrequires
to sameness, what Rinaldo
that intersectionality
theoryabandon its commitment
Walcott has termed (in an admittedlydifferentcontext, a critique of black
studies' tendencyto elide differencesamong blacks) '...a regimethat trades on
the mythsof homogeneity'(Walcott, 2005: 93). In followingWalcott's lead,
can considerthe differencesbetweenblack women,producinga
intersectionality
uncomfortable
disunitythat allows for a richerand more robust
potentially
of
conception identity.
Anothercritical'so what' question forintersectionality
theoryis to considerrace
and gender as social processes that informeach other, but which operate in
muchof intersectionality
distinctand particularways. Currently,
theoryconforms
to what Loie Wacquant terms the 'logic of the trial', a scholarlytraditionof
locating practices that injuremultiplymarginalizedsubjects (Wacquant, 1997:
12
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222). Whilethe 'logic of the trial' enables scholarsto locate the racist and sexist
practices that undergirdseeminglyneutraland objective sites (like law), it also
tends to ignorethe mechanismsthroughwhichdominationoperates, proliferates,
and entrenches itself (Wacquant, 1997). Wacquant advocates that social
scientists l... skirt issues of origins and abandon the search for a single
overarchingconcept to develop an analytic of racial domination, ... a
parsimoniousset of categories designed to anatomize the diverse mannersin
whichethnoracialgovernmentis exercised' (Wacquant, 1997: 230). Wacquant's
conceptionof an 'analytic of racial domination'circumventsa search for'origins'
and, instead, examineshowvarious processes of racial subordinationcoincide in
particularsocial moments.
scholars can draw on Wacquant's interventionin a numberof
Intersectionality
importantways: examininghow race and gender utilize differingtechnologies
of categorization and control, discipliningbodies in distinctive ways, and
coalescing (or colliding) in particularformationsin certain historical,social,
cultural, representational, legal, and technological moments. In analysing
race and gender both as co-constitutive processes and as distinctive and
scholars will
historicallyspecifictechnologiesof categorization,intersectionality
be able to offer insights that far exceed imagining race and gender as
inextricablybound up.
Crenshaw'sarticulationof intersectionality
has galvanized an arrayof disciplines
to consider questions of essentialism, exclusion, and complex identityin new
ways. Crenshawargues:
With identity thus reconceptualized, it may be easier to ...

summon the courage to

challenge groups that are after all, in one sense, 'home' to us, in the name of the parts of
us that are not made at home. ... The most one could expect is that we will dare to speak
against internal exclusions and marginalizations,that we mightcall attention to how the
identityof 'the group' has been centered on the intersectional identities of a few. ...
Throughan awareness of intersectionality,we can better acknowledge and ground the
differences among us and negotiate the means by which these differences will find
expression in constructinggroup politics.
(Crenshaw 1991: 1299)

Crenshaw'sintervention
suggests the importanceof lspeak[ing] against internal
exclusions and marginalizations'to challenge institutionsand radical political
projects to hear the voices that have been silenced. Nowthat intersectionality
itself has become an institutionalizedintellectual project, and the dominant
tool for excavating the voices of the marginalized, it is incumbent upon
intersectionalscholars to criticallyinterrogatethe goals of the intersectional
projectas theydeterminehowto chartthe futureof this theoreticaland political
movement.The importantinsightsthat identityis complex,that subjectivityis
messy,and that personhoodis inextricablybound up withvectors of powerare
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to beginto sort out
onlyan analyticstartingpoint; it is time forintersectionality
the paradoxes upon which its theoryrests in the service of strengtheningits
explanatorypower.
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